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Vocabulary Diagnostic
Provide brief, approximate definitions for the following words. Can be as short as one word.
If you don’t know part or all of a word, look it up and provide the rough definition. Just make
sure to put an ‘X’ or highlight the word in red to indicate you missed it.
Figuring Out Vocabulary
1) Analyze for stems (rostrular = rostr/ul/ar = beak/diminutive/relating to = relating to small beak).
2) Think about related words (like radium, einsteinium, and unnilpentium: ruthenium = a chemical element).
3) Consider language (Italian = food/music words, Spanish = water, Dutch = sailing, Portuguese = rainforest etc).
4) What does the word sound like it should mean? (slanguage = slang language).

1. abstruse
2. animadversion
3. asperity
4. banal
5. behemoth
6. calumniate
7. celerity
8. cognizant
9. contrite
10. distraught
11. effrontery
12. esoteric
13. fatuous
14. germane
15. histrionic
16. ignominy
17. jocular
18. laconic
19. luminous
20. minutiae
21. nefarious
22. paucity
23. pecuniary
24. redolent
25. refulgent
26. rudimentary
27. sylvan
28. taciturn
29. unwonted
30. vacillate
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Scoring
0-5 words
correct
Don't be
discouraged.
Every future
spelling bee
champ has to
start
somewhere. All
legendary
spellers were
once in your
shoes. Vocab is
tough. Just
commit to
improving by a
little bit every
day and soon
your quiz scores
will skyrocket.
Try finding just
three words a
day to learn.
Keep track of
the words you
find in a “Vocab
Words” log.

6-10 words
correct
Not bad. Most
high schoolers
probably
couldn't answer
6-10 of these
words correctly.
So, while you're
definitely way
ahead of the
curve for the
average kid
your age, you
aren't yet for
national-level
competitive
spellers.
Find a couple
interesting
words in your
daily life every
day and
challenge
yourself to use
them in
conversation.

11-15 words
correct
Your score
would place you
above a decent
portion of the
field of 500+
participants
that compete in
the Scripps
National
Spelling Bee.
However, you'll
need lots of
consistent
vocab practice
before your skill
propels you into
becoming a
finalist in the
top 50.
Try using
Quizlet to study
vocabulary from
the 5000 SAT
Words and/or
the
Consolidated
Words List and
your abilities
will start rapidly
increasing.

16-20 words
correct
Nice job! You're
good at
vocabulary.
Keep finding
new roots,
looking up
unfamiliar
words, quizzing
yourself, writing
definitions in a
notebook, using
new words in
your writing or
conversation,
reviewing, and
logging your
progress, and
you'll be great!

21-25 words
correct
Very
impressive!
Your vocabulary
expertise may
or may not be
enough to make
you a top 50
speller in the
world when late
May rolls
around. Even
though your
score is great,
you'll definitely
need to keep
refining your
ability to secure
your spot!

Most
importantly, be
consistent. It
helps if you
have a routine
or a vocab
progress tracker
to keep you
organized.

Memorize new
words,
strengthen your
connectionmaking skills,
and sharpen
your ability to
detect roots
within words.

26-30 words
correct
You're in
awesome
shape! You're
already wellprepared to
score highly on
the vocabulary
portion of the
Scripps National
Spelling Bee
Preliminaries
Test. High
enough, even,
to give you a
very good shot
of making the
Finals.
Keep in mind,
though, that
these were only
30 words, and
this diagnostic
test is a little
easier than the
quizzes. Your
score is
certainly no
guarantee of
anything – the
test might be
harder. Aim for
perfection on
the quizzes and
don't get
complacent—in
the world of
vocab, if you
don't use it, you
lose it!

